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Tech Specpes feature Supports Special Features Universal USB port for iPhone 5 and Apple legacy devices Loading and plays both Lightning and 30-pin powered iPad, iPhone and iPod templates using the cable included with your device (USB synchronous cable not included) Wake and sleep Wake or sleep in iPod,
iPhone, iPad, custom slaylist, FM Radio Start or finish your day just the way you want it to sound Flexible Docking Lightning packed with play iPad Mini, iPad (4th generation), iPhone 5 or iPod Sound Reson8 speaker room specially designed specifically those speaker ensures delivers clarity Uncommon, depth and power
Alarm Clock Programmable time allows you to sleep in a little or a lot and much time and snooze time between 1 and 29 minutes gradual Wake and Sleep gradual sleep increase volume and reduce sleep volume to allow a gentle experience. Dual alarm and weekdays/weekends/custom alarm alarm alarm 2 independent
alarm let you wake up in iPad, iPhone, iPod, custom playlists, FM radio or buzzer. 7.5.2 Alarm settings for full week, work week, weekend or custom app settings and separate wake times/source alarm to suit your form. Sync time sync button sync time clock are still current iPhone, iPod time settings in seconds Sound
Adaptive Adaptable EQ – Bass, treb, 3D and balance bass, shaken, 3D and balance control let you customize sound Radio FM Radio FM radio and 6 station compatibility preset devices: Dimensions: 10.64 W x 4.26 H x 6.23D no manual products available for the iDL5. See the iDL45 support page for registration, FAQs,
and more. Discover answers to some of the most common questions about your iHome product. Contact customer service on iDL45 Bluetooth is a way to change wireless data between electronic devices across radio waves. The distance between the two devices that data exchanges can be in most cases by more than
ten meters. Page 2Bluetooth is a way to switch wireless data between electronic devices via radio waves. The distance between the two devices that data exchanges can be in most cases by more than ten meters. Page 3Bluetooth is a way to switch wireless data between electronic devices via radio waves. The distance
between the two devices that data exchanges can be in most cases by more than ten meters. 1 Table of Contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 10 11 12 12 This website or its third-party tool uses cookies, needed to function it and required to achieve the reason of the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent
to all or some of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling this page, clicking on a link or continuing to browse otherwise, you agree to the use of cookies. Ipod, Ipad, Display, Iphone, Volume, Autosync, docked, Snooze, Interference, Adapter, Manual, Ihome iDL45 User Manual –
iHome iHome
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